
Under the Hood of CloudmedAI™  
Finding the right platform to optimize your revenue cycle 

Data from multiple sources can flow into the CloudmedAI™ 
Platform through several industry-standard capabilities, 
including EDI, HL7, batch file, and real-time. The data goes 
through cleaning and configuration rules to be converted 
into a universal healthcare data standard. Each step 
along the way is tracked within three standards – bronze, 
silver, and gold – to deliver optimal research capabilities 
for end users. All this data is role-based and row-level 
secured, giving users access to only the data they need to 
accomplish their jobs.
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Data technologies  
supporting CloudmedAI™  

Azure’s Cloud Environment

Databricks Data Lake Capabilities

.NET and Angular Web Programming

MongoDB and SQL Databases

 

A technologically advanced, well-managed data platform allows hospitals and health systems to collaborate 
better, research new opportunities, and innovate to increase revenue and drive process improvement.

 As healthcare informatics and enabling technologies continue to evolve, it is important to make  
 sure your revenue-touching systems are equipped with the following capabilities:
  • Mechanisms for improving data quality
  • Reliable and scalable access to process millions of records in real-time
  • Accessibility to users across an organization for the data they need
  • Integration with any upstream data source and downstream application

The CloudmedAI™ Platform is built to meet these capabilities for the domain-specific needs of  
healthcare data. Our platform is a single source of truth for all downstream application and analytics 
needs that can process millions of records in real-time. Every claim can be tracked to point-in-time  
changes allowing advanced analysis of the journey from submission to payment. As new data comes in,  
our experience and expertise from dealing with more than 170 health systems enables easy identification  
of missing or incorrect data.
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For many years we have heard about the transformative power of big data  
for healthcare. However, before healthcare providers can reap the benefits of  
big data, it’s critical to have a plan for how to manage data. Managing payer 
contracts, analyzing claims, and even building advanced machine learning  
capabilities all rely on a stable technology platform.



Cloudmed, an R1 company, helps healthcare systems maximize outcomes in a complex 
financial world. With industry-leading expertise and data-driven technology, we deliver 
actionable insights across the revenue cycle, helping providers boost productivity and 
increase revenue. We are proud to partner with over 3,100 healthcare providers in the 
United States to recover over $1.7 billion of underpaid or unidentified revenue annually.
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For an assessment performed by our expert team, contact connect@cloudmed.com

Use case examples:

The CloudmedAI™ Platform powers every Cloudmed Revenue Intelligence™ Solution, driving end-to-end 
data integration, analytics, and actionable insights. CloudmedAI™ is purpose-built from the ground up by 
revenue cycle experts, world class engineers, and data scientists using the latest technologies to ensure 
it delivers unprecedented reliability, security, and performance.

Managing contracts and aligning  
payment with data

An individual hospital can have hundreds of payer 
contracts that outline how individual payments are 
paid per visit and service provided. These contracts 
can be broken out into many sub-populations with 
individual pricing mechanisms. Being able to align 
each contract sub-element to the claims they belong 
with can provide detailed insights into whether you 
are being paid correctly. Without a robust data 
platform to assist with that mapping at scale, finding 
those insights and trends would not be possible.

Coordinating claims work with  
an auditor population

Coding patient visits for billing is a complex 
process with thousands of coding possibilities. 
Inevitably mistakes will be made, and reviews of 
those claims need to happen. Processing millions 
of claims against corresponding rules can only be 
done efficiently using the right data platform.  
With a robust platform, you can have the ability  
to gain insights into incorrect coding patterns  
and resubmit claims for additional revenue into 
your system.
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Click here to learn more about the CloudmedAI™ Platform.SPEAK WITH AN EXPERT

CloudmedAI™ by the numbers

Supporting 170 
health systems

Used by 1700  
facilities

$1.7T of charge  
values in system

Managing 2  
petabytes of data

170 1700 $1.7T 2

https://www.cloudmed.com/platform
https://www.cloudmed.com/contact/

